
Harris Healthcare is passionate about improving the way hospitals run.  

When Clinical, Financial and other interfaces fail, the impact on your   

facility and on patient care can be disastrous.  Often these failures       

remain unnoticed until your clinical staff identify the information they 

need is missing, negatively impacting critical patient care decisions.  Just 

as the blood flowing through our veins is vital for our survival, data   

flowing between your systems is just as vital for your facility.  

SynergyCheck Interface Monitor is your proactive interface monitoring 

solution watching over all your Clinical, Financial and other interfaces     

24/7 to ensure data is always flowing between your systems.  When   

SynergyCheck detects a problem, it will automatically alert you. 

SynergyCheck is system and vendor agnostic, capable of monitoring all of 

your interfaces passing through your interface engine(s) and connected 

point-to-point and connected via other middleware. 
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Maintain synergy between your systems 

Real-time notifications  

Quicker resolutions 

Reduced frustration 

Improved patient safety 

Reduced operational  costs 

Affordable 

Your proactive interface 

monitoring solution 

Monitoring the state of all of your interfaces  

running throughout your organization 

Contact us for more information and a free demo 

   1 800 393 0278 

   Sales@SynergyCheck.com 

 at anytime 

 from anywhere 

 via any device (your desktop, whiteboard 
and SynergyCheck mobile application) 



 

If you answer NO to any of these questions, 

SynergyCheck Interface Monitor WILL help you! 

1) Are all (100%) of your interfaces passing through a single middleware solution? 

2) Can you monitor the state of all of your interfaces from a single application?  

3) Can you monitor Clinical and non-Clinical interfaces from a single application?  

4) Can you monitor all of your interfaces from anywhere, at any time, on any device?  

5) Can you monitor all TCP/IP, HTTP/S & S/FTP interfaces from a single application?  

6) Do you have a Mobile App to allow you to monitor the state of your interfaces? 

7) Are you automatically alerted to interface issues after hours? 

8) Do you have an automated interface monitoring alert escalation feature? 

9) Can your ancillary department staff monitor the state of their interfaces? 
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